Fibrinogen adsorption on three silica-based surfaces: conformation and kinetics.
Using AFM (atomic force microscopy) to probe protein conformation and arrangement, and TIRF (total internal reflectance fluorescence) to monitor kinetics, fibrinogen adsorption on three different silica-based surfaces was studied: the native oxide on silicon, acid-etched microscope slides, and acid-etched polished glass. The three are chemically similar, but the microscope slide is rougher and induces AFM tip instabilities that appear as high spots on the bare surface. Fibrinogen's conformation and transport-limited adsorption kinetics are found to be quantitatively similar on all three surfaces. Further, the number of adsorbed proteins in progressive AFM micrographs quantitatively match the coverages measured by TIRF during early adsorption. Surfaces appear full, via AFM, when adsorbed amounts are about an order of magnitude below their true saturation levels (via TIRF) because, above about 0.26 mg/m(2), individual proteins cannot be discerned. The results demonstrate how the appearance of AFM micrographs can be misleading regarding surface saturation. On all three surfaces, fibrinogen is, at most, slightly aggregated, showing limited, if any, surface mobility. The complexities of the microscope slide's surface landscape minimally impact adsorption.